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east winds of the middle and higher latitudes and the east to west winds of equatorial regions are due chiefly to their approach to gradient directions, and, finally, (e) that the strength of any steady wind is proportional, approximately, to the gradient pressure, and its direction substantially normal thereto.
Probable Interzonal Circulation of the Stratosphere.—The primary circulation just explained involves all the atmosphere from the surface of the earth up to at least the highest cloud levels, but there is reason to believe that it does not extend to the greatest altitudes. Indeed, it appears probable that far above the uppermost clouds there may be another primary or fundamental circulation in reverse direction to that of the lower. This inference is based on the fact that the stratosphere is so much warmer in high than in low latitudes that seemingly there must be an overflow of air from the former to the latter and a corresponding return; that is, a primary circulation in the stratosphere in which the upper branch is from the polar (in this case warmer) toward the equatorial (in this case colder) regions and the under from the equatorial toward the polar regions, with, of course, longitudinal components in each due to the earth's rotation. In a sense the upper circulation, if it exists as inferred, is the mirror image of the lower, though more regular. Such circulation obviously implies a level of equal pressure, which indeed appears to exist at the height of about 20 kilometers.
CLASSIFICATION OF WINDS
All the above is entirely general and of universal application. Gravity and temperature differences enter directly or indirectly into all atmospheric circulation, both the fundamental and continuous circulation that exists between the warm equatorial and cold polar regions, and those secondary circulations that occur only locally and occasionally. Nevertheless, clearness in any detailed discussion of all winds requires, first, an exact statement of what a wind is, and then a grouping of the various kinds according to some basis of classification suitable to the purpose in view. Accordingly, we shall agree that, as here used, the term "wind" means "air in motion relative to the surface of the earth." This does not restrict the term, as some definitions do, to air movements perceptible to the senses, nor to those near, and parallel to, the surface of the earth, nor to the naturally caused, but is all inclusive in every particular.
If, now, one were discussing the dynamics of the atmosphere he would, of course, do so in terms of equations between the three forces on a given quantity of air, gravity, hydrostatic pressure and friction, and the resulting tangential and normal accelerations thereof; and might well, as Jeffreys1 has done, classify the winds according to the dominant
1 Quart. J. Roy. Met. Soc., 48; 29, 1922.

